Getting Students Back to Campus

Enabled by the Accelerate Smart Platform

Facilitating a safe return to school using IoT, automation, advanced data analytics and mobile technologies.

Self-Assessment of Health
A secure application allows self-assessment and recommends next steps.

Test Scheduling and Tracking
App automatically schedules and tracks testing for students.

Secure Test Results
Test results are accessible via a secure portal.

Self-Assessment
A secure application allows self-assessment and recommends next steps.

Test Results
Test results are accessible via a secure portal.

Contact Tracing
If an individual tests positive, contact tracing can notify of exposure to help stop the spread.

Thermal Sensor Check
Sensors perform thermal scan, send data to the Accelerate Smart Platform and initiate specified protocols.

Maintaining Social Distance
Automated alerts programmed into the Accelerate Smart Platform are generated when too many students are in an area.

Dining Hall

Mask Compliance
The Accelerate Smart Platform sends alerts for mask compliance or safety violations.